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Carbon quantum dots (CQDs) with stable physicochemical properties and excellent optical performances are a kind of

emerging and fascinating carbon nanomaterial with size less than 10 nm. The significant advantages of low cytotoxicity

and cost make CQDs an ideal raw material for constructing effective sensing devices. The CQDs can be functionalized

and combined with other kinds of materials to form the nanostructured composites with unique properties, having a very

broad application prospect for related research of many fields. Green-synthesized CQDs have been applied in functional

components analysis and monitoring trace harmful substances in food and made remarkable research progress. This

entry reviews the relevant sensing applications of CQDs in food components analysis and food safety inspection of recent

five years, which can provide significant references for further study of fluorescent and biomimetic sensing of CQDs in this

field.
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With the continuous deepening of researches on related techniques, carbon quantum dots (CQDs) with different

performances have been synthesized and functionalized and then successfully applied in many research fields and

especially in the sensing analysis, which have made remarkable research progress . In terms of food analysis, CQDs

with excellent performances have been used as sensing probes in food components (such as phenolic compounds,

saccharides, vitamins, proteins, amino acids, etc.) or harmful substances (such as pesticides and veterinary drugs

residues, illegal additives, heavy metals, mycotoxins, etc.) . This type of studies not only deepens the basic

theoretical research of CQDs but also expands the related applications of CQDs. It also provides new strategies for the

analysis of components in food and the rapid detection of trace harmful substances.

1. Functional Components in Foods

In the field of food analysis, CQDs acts as a sensing probe to detect and analyze functional components of food such as

protein, vitamins, phenolic compounds and so on, which not only has excellent optical properties but also has significant

advantages of pro-environment, low price, convenience and speediness. Foods can provide enough energy and nutrients

for human body, such as protein, fat, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals, which are essential for normal life activities.

As a result, the detection of nutrients in foods is very necessary.

The content of ovalbumin (OVA) is deemed as a reference for evaluating the quality of protein . Fu et al. synthesized a

novel CQDs co-doped with N, O, P (NOP-CQDs) through one-step hydrothermal method and applied for quantitative

detection of OVA in the egg products  (Figure 1a). In the fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) system

composed of NOP-CQDs, graphene oxide and anti-OVA, the “on-off” sensing probe has achieved the selective

recognition and capture of OVA based on the specific interaction of antigen-antibody, which achieved a limit of detection

(LOD) of 153 µg L . Purbia et al. developed a highly luminescent CQDs (Size: 1–6 nm) with green and blue fluorescent

for detecting vitamin B  in commercial vitamin capsule (LOD: 280 nmol L ) . The detection principle is that the gradual

addition of vitamin B  can restore the fluorescent of CQDs quenched by Cu , thereby achieving the rapid detection of

targeted component. Certain small molecular substances present in plant-derived foods have specific antibacterial, anti-

inflammatory or anti-oxidant properties, which gives the foods special medicinal properties. These small molecules are

defined as “functional components” and this kind of foods is called “medicine-homologous foods” . Qualitative or

quantitative analysis of the functional components in medicinal-homologous foods is usually the main method to evaluate

their quality. Fluorescent CQDs provides an effective, convenient and accurate strategy for the analysis and detection of

such efficacy components. Chlorogenic acid has remarkable antibacterial and antiviral pharmacological effects, the

amount of which is the main basis for evaluating the quality of honeysuckle (a medicinal-homologous food). Yang et al.

synthesized the water-soluble CQDs with size of 2.1 nm and quantum yield (QY) of 16.5% via hydrothermal treatment of

malic acid and urea and applied for the fluorescent sensing detection of chlorogenic acid in honeysuckle  (Figure 1b).

Due to the mechanism of internal filter effect (IFE) , the fluorescent of CQDs is effectively quenched as the

concentration of chlorogenic acid increases in the linear range of 0.15–60 µmol L , with a lower LOD of 45 nmol L . By
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comparison with the high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and HPLC-mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS/MS) for

chlorogenic acid detection , the developed CQDs-based method not only has good improvement on the sensitivity

but also significantly improves the detection speed, which is suitable for rapid screening of large quantities of honeysuckle

samples. Curcumin (Cur) is an acidic polyphenolic substance extracted from the roots of ginger plants and its main chain

is unsaturated aliphatic and aromatic groups. As a yellow pigment, it is often used as a meat coloring agent and acid-base

indicator and has anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and other pharmacological effects . Liu et al. have rapidly

synthesized one N and P dual-doped CQDs (NP-CQDs) using glucose as carbon source, 1,2-ethylenediamine as N-

dopant and concentrated phosphoric acid as P-dopant, which was further utilized as a label-free sensor for Cur

determination  (Figure 1c), achieving a linear range of 0.5–20 µmol L  and a LOD of 58 nmol L . In practical samples

(drinking water and foods), satisfactory relative standard deviations (RSD) and recoveries were 0.08–5.39% and 95.2–

105.2%, respectively. Additionally, this NP-CQDs can be used as effective fluorescent agent for cellular imaging without

noticeable cytotoxicity.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the quantitative detection for ovalbumin (OVA) based on fluorescent resonance energy transfer

(FRET) of N, O, P co-doped CQDs (NOP-CQDs). Reproduced with permission from . Copyright Sensors and Actuators

B: Chemical, 2018; (b) Schematic of the detection of chlorogenic acid in honeysuckle using CQDs. Reproduced with

permission from . Copyright Spectrochimica Acta Part A-molecular and Biomolecular Spectroscopy, 2018; (c)

Schematic of the quenching mechanism of Curcumin  to NP-CQDs and the applications of cellular imaging. Reproduced

with permission from . Copyright Talanta, 2018; (d) Schematic of the synthesis pathway of the composite (CQDs@HP-

Cu O/MWCNT) composed of CQDs, hexagonal porous Cu O (HP-Cu O) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT)

and caffeic acid detection process. Reproduced with permission from . Copyright Composites Part B-Engineering,

2019.

Based on the luminescent characteristic of CQDs and the selective adsorption of molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs),

CQDs-embedded MIPs has provided new methods for the fluorescent analysis of trace substances in complex food

matrices. Using the metal organic frameworks (MOFs) as the core of surface molecular imprinting, Xu et al. designed a

novel nanocomposite of CQDs@MOF@MIP and further developed a fluorescent sensor for the detection of quercetin

(QCT) in extract capsule of Ginkgo biloba. The fluorescent sensor showed remarkable sensitivity and selectivity to QCT in

the wide concentration range of 0–50.0 µmol L  with a LOD of 2.9 nmol L  (S/N = 3) . This CQDs@MOF@MIP

sensing model has high specific surface area and ample cavities and further possesses the ability of signal amplification

and conversion, which can transform chemical signal into the detectable fluorescent signal by binding with target

molecules, potentially becoming an innovative technology. Figure 1d has shown the synthesis process of the composite

composed of the N-CQDs decorated hexagonal porous Cu O and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) and the application

of N-CQDs@HP-Cu O/MWCNT for the detection of caffeic acid (CA) in red wine . The fabricated fluorescent sensing

device was demonstrated to possess high sensitivity, good repeatability and stability to CA. The doped CQDs and

conductive MWCNT make the composite have higher specific surface area and porosity and further improve the

electrocatalytic activity of Cu O-based materials . This study provides a strong guidance for the fabrication of various

porous nanocomposites. Rutin is a flavonol glycoside widely present in plants and can be used as an edible antioxidant

and nutrition enhancer. Sinduja et al. synthesized CQDs (Size: 7 nm) using the non-essential amino acid asparagine as a

precursor and further exploited it for the determination of rutin by spectrofluorimetry based on the decrease in emission
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intensity at 441 nm . Good linear relationship (R  = 0.997) was obtained in the range of 0.5–15 µmol L  with a LOD of

0.1 µmol L . In this study, the intrinsic fluorescent characteristic of CQDs and the selective π-π interaction between rutin

and the CQDs aromatic rings enhance the detection accuracy and reliability to the target.

2. Poisonous and Harmful Substances in Foods

2.1. Pesticide and Veterinary Drug Residues

The residues of pesticides and veterinary drugs in foods, including the drug prototypes and their metabolites that

accumulate in foods, are potentially harmful to human health . The effective analysis to these residues is one important

topic in the research of food safety. The emerging CQDs material can offer more accurate, efficient and cost-effective

fluorescent sensing, which has made great progress in the detection of pesticides and veterinary drugs residues in food in

recent years .

The MIPs with specific recognition ability are commonly used for the purification of complex matrices and the enrichment

and separation of trace target molecules of pesticides and veterinary drugs in foods. The emerging CQDs-embedded

MIPs have provided a very meaningful strategy of the detection of small molecule harmful substances in foods. Zhang

and the co-workers have successfully designed a room-temperature ionic-liquid (RTIL)-sensitized CQDs sensing probe

(RTIL-SCQDs-MIPs) and applied for sensitive detection of insecticide lambda-cyhalothrin (LC) in vegetable and tea

samples, with a LOD of 0.5 µg kg  . It has demonstrated that the introduced S-doped CQDs and RTIL in the sensing

probe can enhance the performances of recognition and sensing. Based on the mechanism of host-guest interactions ,

the outer MIPs-based material plays an important role in the identification of target LC in tested samples, which also

provides a very promising prospect for the specific identification of trace targets in complex food matrices. This type of

composites has combined the advantages of a single material with different functions to form a synergistic enhancement

effect and provides a very interesting strategy in the detection of small molecules.

Wu et al. have developed a vinyl phosphate (VPA)-functionalized, magnetic MIP (MMIP) microspheres for the enrichment

of organophosphorus pesticide residues and further combined with CQDs for fluorescent detection  (Figure 2a). Dual

functional monomers and mesoporous SiO -modified Fe O  magnetic particles (Fe O @mSiO ) have prominent

advantages in the formation of recognition cavities in MIPs, which further improve the sensing properties of the hybrid

composites. This MMIP-CQDs@VPA fluorescent sensor was further applied for the detection of triazophos in cucumbers

with a lower LOD of 0.0015 mmol L , which was proved to possess high accuracy, good sensitivity and repeatability. Fu

et al. have constructed one fluorescent sensor based the composite of CQDs and Fe  which has good response to

ampicillin in mineral water, milk and pork samples with a LOD of 0.7 µmol L  . This merit of the research benefits by

the binding sites provided by the surface functional groups of CQDs for the metal ion Fe  and this sensor offers more

feasible and promising method in the simultaneous detection of multiple targets. Compared to the nano-optical sensor

based on the core-shell polypyrrole-CdTe QDs-MIP , the CQDs/Fe -based sensor did not need the complicated

synthesis process and long reaction time.

Importantly, the use of CQDs to take place of heavy metals-based QDs has reduced the potential toxicity in practical

applications. Li et al. fabricated the single-hole hollow MIP-CQDs fluorescent sensor (HMIP@CQDs) using sol-gel method

for sensitive and rapid detection of tetracycline (TC) in honey samples  (Figure 2b). In this study, HMIP was employed

as a recognition element for the targeted recognition and fluorescent detection of TC (LOD: 3.1 µg L , Recovery: 93–

105%). The HMIP@CQDs showed better fluorescent performance than the traditional solid core MIP@CQDs .

Mahmoud and the co-workers have designed an electrochemical sensor based on the composite MIP-

AuNPs/NS@GQDs, which has good sensitivity for detecting antiviral drug sofosbuvir . Due to the successful electro-

polymerization of NS@GQDs and AuNPs on pencil graphite electrodes, good conductivity and electrocatalytic activity

were obtained in the electrochemical sensing process.
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the preparation of core-shell magnetic molecularly-imprinted microspheres (MMIPs) of vinyl

phosphate (VPA)-functionalized CQDs (MMIPs-CQDs@VPA) and the detection process for triazophos. Reproduced with

permission from . Copyright Polymers, 2019; (b) Schematic of fluorescent detection process of tetracycline (TC) in

honey. Reproduced with permission from . Copyright Talanta, 2018.

Noble metal NPs, such as AuNPs and AgNPs, have a large specific surface area and low energy transfer resistance and

are an ideal carrier of electrochemical sensing . The composite materials with CQDs provide a better sensing

interface for electrochemical and fluorescent sensing, which can achieve higher sensitivity and accuracy in the detection

of harmful substances in foods. A novel fluorescent aptasensor composed of AuNPs and CQDs was fabricated for

sensitively and selectively detecting acetamiprid pesticides in tomato, cucumber and cabbage sample  (Figure 3a).

One aptamer S-18 (recognition element) was introduced to combine with AuNPs to effectively quench the fluorescent of

CQDs to achieve the detection of target (LOD: 1.08 µg L ), which provides a new idea for the construction of specific and

functionalized fluorescent sensors. An electrochemical sensing platform was constructed using the composite of

Ag/Ag O@NS-CQDs for the detection of catechol, achieving a low LOD of 13 nmol L  . It has demonstrated that the

Ag/Ag O@NS-CQDs composite has better conductivity, specific surface area and electrocatalytic ability than that of NS-

CQDs and its participation greatly increases the electrochemical activity on the sensing interface, which has a remarkable

guiding significance for the construction of various electrochemical sensors with excellent performance.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the fluorescent aptasensor for acetamiprid detection based on AuNPs and CQDs. Reproduced

with permission from . Copyright Analyst, 2018; (b) Schematic of three TCs for visual detection using CQDs-based test

strips. Reproduced with permission from . Copyright Nanoscale, 2018.

With the development of fluorescent immunosensor, the emerging CQDs has provided new ideas for the fabrication of

economic and convenient immunoassay, potentially becoming an alternative and green fluorescent reagent . Miao et al.

reported the synthesis process of CQDs with blue fluorescent and its application as a sensing probe in the visual

recognition and quantitative detection of three TCs  (Figure 3b). In this study, the LODs for TC, oxytetracycline (OTC)

and chlortetracycline (CTC) are 5.18 nmol L , 6.06 nmol L  and 14 nmol L  respectively, which are lower than the

obtained results in the above report . The fluorescent signals of the three TC targets on the CQDs-based test strip are

obviously different and can be distinguished visually, so that multiple targets in the one sample can be detected

synchronously and sensitively.

2.2. Heavy Metal Ions

Heavy metal ions such as Fe , Cu , Fe , Ag , Cr , Au , Hg  are an important aspect that cause the pollution of

water or environment, which are easy to accumulate in animals and plants . After entering the human body through the

food chain, they can produce accumulated toxicity. It is of great significance to develop an effective, convenient and

sensitive method for detecting heavy metal ions in foods . Ming et al. synthesized a simple and low-cost N-CQDs

(QY = 47.5%) via one-step hydrothermal method using thymidine as carbon source to fabricate a fluorescent sensor for

sensitive detection of Cr   (Figure 4A). Through the IFE, the obtained N-CQDs exhibited good fluorescent response to

the target Cr . A good logarithm correlation between the fluorescent intensity of N-CQDs and the concentration of Cr

was obtained in the range of 0.1–430 µmol L  with R  of 0.992 and low LOD of 1.26 nmol L . The fluorescent sensor

can finish the detection process less than 1 min and has good repeatability, reproducibility and stability. Similarly, Lu et al.

constructed a unique fluorescent 3D paper-based analysis device for Cr , in which applied blue N-CQDs as the

fluorescent substrate . In both above studies, the fluorescent quenching mechanism based on the IFE was used in the

construction of different detection devices.
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Figure 4. (A) Schematic of the detection of Cr  by N-CQDs fluorescent sensor. Reproduced with permission from .

Copyright Spectrochimica Acta Part A-molecular and Biomolecular Spectroscopy, 2019; (B) Schematic of the CQDs for

the detection of Cr O  (a: the detection mechanism of Cr O ; b: the synthesis route of CQDs). Reproduced with

permission from . Copyright Dyes and Pigments, 2019.

Figure 4B has shown a dual-mode (fluorometric and colorimetric) CQDs fluorescent nano-sensing onsite platform for the

detection of Cr O  in drinking water . The water-soluble CQDs was prepared using a simple one-pot ultrasonic

irradiation method, which had the excitation-dependent feature that the achieved emission evolved from blue (440 nm) to

green luminescence (528 nm). The CQDs can be remarkably quenched by the chromate due to IFE and possesses highly

selective and sensitive responses to Cr O  through the color changes at the same time. The dual sensing mode has

established an effective assay for the recognition and detection of Cr O  with LODs as low as 0.14 nmol L  and 410

nmol L , respectively.

The CQDs-based test strips have obvious advantages in time-consuming and testing costs, which have a very broad

development space in terms of rapid, sensitive and low-cost testing. One highly luminescent N-CQDs was synthesized by

Raji et al. using jackfruit seeds as carbon source by a facile, green and rapid one-step microwave-assisted method, which

displayed excellent water solubility, high QY (17.91%) and photo-stability, longer storage stability (stable up to >180 days

without agglomeration) and low cytotoxicity . The photoluminescence (PL) intensity of the resulting N-CQDs was

linearly, selectively and sensitively quenched by Au  ions and the LOD of 239 nmol L  was obtained. Han et al.

established a novel CQDs-based strategy for the ratiometric fluorescent detection of Cu  and glutathione (GSH) . The

fluorescent CQDs was firstly obtained through one-pot facile hydrothermal treatment using o-phenylenediamine (OPD)

and citric acid as precursors. The oxidation product 2,3-diaminophenazine was obtained through the oxidation reaction of

OPD and Cu , can not only emerge a new emission peak at 562 nm but also quench the fluorescent of CQDs at 446 nm

(maximum emission) through FRET . This ratiometric sensing system showed higher sensitivity toward Cu  in a range

of 0.25–10.0 µmol L  with LOD of 0.076 µmol L  than the previous reports . The Hg  has a strong affinity towards

the carboxyl group . Based on this, Hou et al. proposed a simple, economical and one-pot method to prepare

functionalized fluorescent CQDs with good water solubility through electrochemical carbonization of sodium citrate and

urea . This CQDs with QY of 11.9% and average size of 2.4 nm were further applied as a label-free sensing probe for

selective detection of Hg , achieving a LOD as low as 3.3 nmol L . Additionally, the easily functionalized surface of

CQDs has facilitated the research and development of fluorescent sensing devices with specific functions and expanded

the practical applications in the detection field. In the analysis of trace heavy metal ions, CQDs-based sensing probes

have gradually become valuable sensing devices due to their high accuracy and reliability.

2.3. Mycotoxins

Mycotoxins produced by fungi such as molds are highly carcinogenic and toxic, easily contaminate in the foods and then

enter the human body through food intake, which may even cause poisoning or death, seriously harming human health

. Therefore, the analysis and detection of mycotoxins in foods is an indispensable part of food safety detection. In

addition to traditional large-scale instrument-based analysis and rapid immunoassays, the emerging CQDs-based sensing

technology has provided new strategies for the detection of mycotoxins in foods . Since mycotoxins exist in foods

at trace amounts, CQDs are usually combined with MIP, while achieving the purification of complex matrix and the

identification and detection of trace substance. Aflatoxin (AF) is classified as a highly toxic carcinogen by the World Health

Organization (WHO) cancer research organization, which mainly pollutes the grain, oil and their products and seriously

threatens human health . Liang et al. prepared the fluorescent CQDs-coated dummy MIP (CQDs-DMIP) monolithic

columns for pretreatment and further coupled with HPLC for selective recognition and detection of aflatoxin B  (AFB ) in

peanut . The use of dummy template (5,7-dimethoxycoumarin) avoids the high toxicity and cost of AFB . High

enrichment factor over 71-fold and a LOD of 118 ng L  were obtained. The functional fluorescent sensor composed of

monolithic column and HPLC integrates the identification, enrichment and detection process, which is superior to solid

phase extraction (SPE)-HPLC coupled with ultraviolet (UV) on selectivity and sensitivity . Guo et al. also used a
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dummy template 2-oxindole to electrodeposit a MIP membrane on the glassy carbon electrode (GCE) to fabricate one

electrochemical sensor (MIP-Au/CS-CQDs/GCE) for the detection of patulin in fresh apple juice . Figure 5a has shown

the preparation process of MIP-Au/CS-CQDs/GCE and the detection process of patulin. The CQDs and chitosan (CS)

modified on the surface of GCE are designed to improve the electron-transfer rate, expand the electroactive surface of the

electrode and enhance the signal strength. The sensing system composed of hybrid composites CS-CQDs and MIP-Au

has been demonstrated to be a new strategy for the detection of patulin with a lower LOD of 7.57 × 10  mol L . Shao et

al. developed a molecularly imprinted fluorescent quenching particles by encapsulating silicon-based CQDs in MIPs

material for sensitive detection of zearalenone (ZEN) in corn, which achieved a lower LOD (0.02 mg L ) .

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of the preparation process of MIP-Au/CS-CQDs/GCE on glassy carbon electrode (GCE) and the

detection of patulin. Reproduced with permission from . Copyright Biosensors & Bioelectronics, 2017; (b) Schematic of

fluorescent detection of ochratoxin A (OTA) in beer and flour based on FRET. Reproduced with permission from .

Copyright Talanta, 2018.

Immunochromatographic test strips (ICTS) have unparalleled advantages in rapid, low-cost testing and screening of large

numbers of samples . With the help of the fluorescent properties of CQDs, fluorescent ICTS can be developed for the

analysis and detection of mycotoxins. Li et al. have reported an innovative visually “turn-off” design of fluorescent lateral

flow immunochromatographic assays (FLFIAs) for the semi-quantitative detection of ZEN in cereals based on the

characteristic of FRET . Wang et al. also designed a FRET system using N-CQDs as energy donor, DNA and 6-

mercapto-1-hexanol modified AgNPs as energy acceptor for the quick detection of ochratoxin A (OTA) in agricultural

products  (Figure 5b). The introduction of complementary DNA, aptamers and AgNPs makes the FRET system have

good sensing response in a wide concentration range to OTA (10–5000 nmol L ). The distance-sensitive FRET and the

tail-tail arrangement of DNA strands make the detection procedure more sensitive and can be finished within 13 min.

2.4. Food Additives

In the food industry, food additives play an important role in ensuring the color and flavor of food and improving the quality

of food. However, the excessive use of additives (colorants, coagulants, preservatives, etc.) and the addition of illegal

additives (Sudan I, melamine, clenbuterol, etc.) have caused new food safety issues and posed a serious threat to human

health . Sudan I is one colorant that is banned in foods in many countries but because of its bright color and low

price, many manufacturers still use it illegally in the process of food production. It is of great significance to develop

sensitive, convenient and effective strategies for Sudan I analysis in foods . Su et al. successfully synthesized CQDs

with QY of 14% through a simple, low-cost and green hydrothermal treatment using cigarette filters as carbon source,

which showed a strong emission at the wavelength of 465 nm with an optimum excitation of 365 nm . A sensing

platform for the detection of Sudan I was further designed using this controllable quenching fluorescent CQDs in chili and

tomato samples. This fluorescent probe has been testified that possesses high selectivity and sensitivity (LOD: 0.95 µmol

L ). Melamine is an illegal additive added to milk to improve the content of protein (key reference indicator to evaluate the

quality and safety of milk products) . Hu et al. have designed one Au@CQDs nanocomposite for analyzing melamine in

milk visually combined with a smartphone . Figure 6A has shown the scheme of fluorescent assay composed of

Au@CQDs for this sensing process with a lower LOD of 3.6 nmol L , obtaining good recoveries (105.64–102.75%) in the

range of 1–10 µmol L . In such a detection system, the combination of fluorescent spectrum and the portable devices

realizes fast, simple and visual detection, providing a new direction for the development of intelligent detection methods.

Rhodamine 6G (R6G), as a colorant, is forbidden to use in the process of food production. Cui et al. have employed the

CQDs-embedded periodic mesoporous organosilica (PMO) as the support for designing an MIP sensor (CQDs-PMO-MIS)

for highly sensitive detection of R6G . The synergistic effect of PMO, CQDs and MIPs achieves sensitive and stable

detection of R6G in the concentration range of 4–7 mg L  and the PMO provides highly selective recognition sites for the

template, providing a useful reference for the design of novel MIP sensors. Xu et al. reported the green synthetic process

of CQDs by hydrothermal treatment of fresh aloe and used it as a fluorescent probe for sensitive and selective detection

of tartrazine in candy, steamed bread and honey . The N, Cl-doped fluorescent CQDs (N/Cl-CQDs) with a QY of
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60.52% synthesized by Yang et al. was applied for the detection of tartrazine in beverages . The doped N, Cl atoms in

CQDs have adjusted the band gap of semiconductor , resulting in the obvious improvement of fluorescent and surface

physicochemical properties compared to pure CQDs, which is verified in the fluorescent QY and the LOD via analyzing

multiple reports.

Figure 6. (A) Schematic of different response and the detection of Au@CQDs-based to melamine. Reproduced with

permission from . Copyright Food Chemistry, 2019; (B) Schematic of the formation of N/Ag-CQDs and the principle of

the catalytic detection of Clen. Reproduced with permission from . Copyright Talanta, 2020.

Clenbuterol (Clen), also called “lean meat powder,” has an obvious effect in reducing fat content and increasing lean meat

rate to the animals. The Clen was illegally added into the animal feeds, causing serious threat to human health. In order to

control the use of Clen and evaluate the quality of meat products, a multifunctional N, Ag-doped CQDs (N/Ag-CQDs) was

synthesized by Yao and applied to construct the dual-spectroscopic immunosensor for quantitative analysis and detection

of Clen  (Figure 6B). Based on surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and resonance Rayleigh scattering (RRS)

of N/Ag-CQDs, a low LOD of 0.68 ng L  was obtained without the fluorescent labeling. Yang et al. have prepared a

branched polyethyleneimine-functionalized CQDs (BPEI-CQDs) via a microwave-assisted process, which was further

applied as a fluorescent probe to detect tannic acid (TA) in white wine and obtained a remarkable sensitivity . In the

synthesis of the BPEI-CQDs composite, the passivation of BPEI induces the CQDs to generate recognizable active sites

on the surface, thereby improving the targeted recognition ability for the molecules. The hydrophilic groups are lied on the

surface of functionalized CQDs, making it suitable for fluorescent sensing detection.

As a new carbon-based nanomaterial, although the research of CQDs applied in food additive detection is less, the

techniques using CQDs as fluorescent sensing probe or combined with fluorescent spectrometry have a broad application

prospect in the detection of food additives, which is expected to become a new detection strategy with convenience and

benefit.
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